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AL-AMIDI AND FAKHR AL-DIN AL-RAZI: TWO 13TH-CENTURY 
APPROACHES TO PHILOSOPHICAL KALAM 

AMiDiVE FAHREDDiN RAZi: XIII. YÜZYILDA FELSEFi KELAMA iKi 
YAKLAŞlM BiÇiMi 

Heidrun Eichner* 

In the discussion of the relation between kaliim and falsafa two different 
levels of analysis are to be distinguished. On one level, we may discuss how 
specific doctrines were interpreted by individual authors, and to which ex
tent an individual author- e.g. Sayfal-Din al-Amidi- held a position which 
s tan ds closer to a position perceived as "typical Jalsafa" or as "typical kaliim". 
If we wish to avoid essentialist assumptions about the "nature of falsafa" and 
the "nature of kaliim" we have to free our analysis of the histarical develop
ment in these two traditions from the impact of globalizing sketches as many 
historiographical source-texts present them, and as they stili provide a basis 
for many modem attempts at describing the two traditions. So, we first have 

to collect data from a representative sample of authors from which we can 
construct a sornewhat reliable account of the histarical development of a spe

cific doctrine. 

Even more complex is the problem on a second level of analysis, i.e. if w e 
wish to understand how both kaliim and falsafa as complete thought-systems 

have changed in the course of time, and how encounters between the two tra
ditions have affected their conceptions. The 13thf7th century is a period where 

such encounters have taken place on a large scale. While in this context the 
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iinportance of the period surraunding the activity of al-Ghaza!I has received 
considerable attention, the importance of the 131h/71h centuryisa fact that only 

recently comes to the attention of researchers. From the point of view of try
ing to determinate how kaliim and Jalsafa as whole systems have interacted, the 
situ~tion in the course of the 131h century is even more complicated than at the 

beginning of the 12ıh century. 

This has to do with several factors, one of them being the importance 

which the oeuvre of Fakhr al-Din al-Razi has had for the further development 
of knliim and for the interactions of Jalsafa and kaliim. This is one of the reasons 

why Sayfal-Din al-Amidi is so im portant for our understanding of the history 
of the interactions between kaliim and falsafa: He stands very dos e in time to 
Fakhr al-Dm al-Razi, and other than later critics of Fakhr al-Din al-Razi he 

stems from a period where altemative approaches to interpreting Avicennian 
philosophy still could draw on a continuous tradition. One or two genera
tions later on, authors such as Na ir al-Din al- üsi, al-Katibi al-Qazwlni and 
Athir al-Dm al-Abhari were articulating their criticism of specific Razian doc
trines in the cantext of a philosophical outlook tl)at was largely based on the 
analytical framework by the very author they were attacking. Thus, in many 
instances, al-Amid'i's criticism of Razian theorems has a specific philosophical 
value and is marked by a high amount of philosophical originality which in 
this form can not be encountered in other authors. 

al-Amidl's Kashf al-Tamwihat fi Shar al-Ishariit is the first ina series of 
critica! discussion of Fakhr al-Din al-Razi's commentary on Ibn s-ma's Shar 
al-Ishariit.1 After al-Amidi, Na ir al-Dm al- üsi wrote another commentary 

attacking al-Razi's exposition, and attempts at meditation between al-Razi's 
and al- üsi's positions were made by Badr al-Dm al-Tustarl (d. 1307) and 
Qu b al-Din al-Razi al-Shirazi al-Ta tani (d. 1364) who. both wrote treatises 

known as 'adjudications' (nııı iikamat).2 

al-Amidi's reading of Fakhr al-Din al-Razi and his discussion of Fakhr 

al-Din al-Razi' s argument is guided by a very precise awareness of discrepan
cies and inaccuracies in al-Razi's system. For substantiating this description 

1 al-Razi's commentary has been edited recently by Ali Ri a Najafzada (Tehran 2006). I thank 

Hakan Coşar for the reference to this edi tion. An ol der lithograph edition contains only the 

part on ikma. 
2 On the commentary Iradition of the al-Islıariil wa-1-tmıbilıiil cf. Gutas, Tlıe Heritage of Aı•i

cemın: The Golden Age of Arabic Plıilosoplıy p. 88-89. 
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of al-Amidi's importance by more detailed research, I am going to analyze a 
passage at the beginning of al-Amidi's discussion on al-Razi' s commentary on 
the al-lshiiriit wa-l-Tanbihiit (cf. appendix). Here we can observe, how a liter
ary convention in the Avicennian text (i.e. a short invocation of God at the 
beginning of a text) is interjneted by al-Razi as referring to considerations 
relating to the systematİcal constitution of the human soul and i ts acquisition 
of knowledge. 

The passage in the al-Ishiiriit wa-l-tnııbihiit on which al-Razi comments 
runs: 

a midu lliiha alii usııi tawfiqihi ıva-as alııhü hidiiyata ariqilıl wa-ilhiima 

1- aqqi 

al-Razi uses this short formula for providing a sketch of an epistemologi
cal theory which can integra te elemen ts of the mystical tradition and its epis
temology ina philosophical system. al-Razi's exegesis relies on the traditional 
distinction between 'theoretica 1 philosophy' and 'practical philosophy'. While 
- according to al-Razl's interpretation -'theoretical philosophy' (as represented 
by the 'theoretical faculty' of the 'rational soul') includes elements of a kaliim 

epistemology as well, his canception of 'practical philosophy' equates it with 
elemen ts pertinent to an epistemology that useselemen ts typically associated 
with the mystical tradition: This epistemology includes ethical commands, 
i.e. refinement (tahdhib) of the outward ( iihir) and of the inward (bii in), and 
finally it leads to an immediate manifestation (tajalli) of truth. 

al-Razi's approach isa very early example of a specific hermeneutic meth
od. The strategy to interpret a short remark or a single term in the introduc
tion to a book as a programmatic statement resembles very much what is 
familiar to us from much la ter commentaries on philosophical and other texts: 
The text underlying a commentary is used as a starting-point- or rather as a 
pretext- in order to develop a complex theory allegedly alluded to but actu
ally not discemable in the text. 

al-Razi's commentary on the formula a nıidu lliiha alii usni tawfiqihi 

ıva-as aluhü hidiiyata ariqihi wa-ilhiima l- aqqi identifies three elemen ts which 
he interprets as representing two paraHeling epistemological systems for the 
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acquisition of knowledge- one being 'theoretical philosophy', and the other 
being 'practical philosophy'. La ter on we will see how al-Amidi carefully criti
cizes al~Razi's approach. As we will see, al-Amidi points out the systematic 
inac~tacy of al-Razl's _account, and he does not accept the system of stages 
(11ıariitib) which al-Razi bui~ds up so persuasively. As will be seen by a com
parison of al-Amidi's text with a:ı- .üsi's co~mentary, al-Amidi's engagement 
in the criticism of al-Razi's interpretation is much more serious and painstak
ing than that of the nowadays more famous philosopher al- üsi. 

al-Razi identifies three elements in Ibn Sina's text which he understands 
as allusions to stages in the acquisition of knowledge. These elements are (1) 
'success' usn taıvfiq (2) 'guidance' hidiiya (3) 'inspiration' ilhiim. al-Razi's text 
provides the following equations, both in the context of a system of theoreti
cal and of practical philosophy: 

theoretical philosophy 1 practical philosophy 

(O) al-ııaft fi mabda al-fi ra taküııu klıiiliyn an kııll ni· ıılünı 

(1) ıısn al- isli nıiil al-

tnwfiq arıiriyya 

nuıiiss li-ktislib al- ıılünı al-
talıdlıib al- li/ı ir 

lartib al- ııliinı al- arıiriyya wa-
(2) lı idiiyat 

larakkııbıılıli bi- nytlıu /ala nddii nıiıılıii illi ta/ıdhib al-bii iıı 
nriqilıi 

al- ıılıtm al-ııa arilJıJn 

In liyntnl- nqq wa-tnjalli 

(3) ilhlinı al- nqq w u ıil illi nl-ııatli ij al- ııwnr nl-mııjarrnda mıni-

mlidda 

Other than al-Amidi, al- üsi's commentary does not literally quote al
Razi but rather paraphrases him. Guided by al- üsi's paraphrase we might 
assume that al-Razi's interpretation refers to stages of the Avicennian theory 
of an actualization of human intellect,3 i.e. (O) 'material intellect' (al- aql al

hayüliinf)- (1) 'intellect in habitıı' (al- aql bi-l-malaka)- (2) 'aıctual intellect' (al-

aql bi-1-fi l) - (3) 'acquired intellect' (al- aql al-mustafiid). More or less in 
accordance with the standard Avicennian theory, al- üsT defines the stages 

3 For a comprehensive (albeit partially outdated) survey on theories of in telleetion in the Arabic 

tradition and i ts connections with Greek and Latin theories see Davidson, Alfnrnbi, Aviceıııın 
and Averroes on Iııtel/ecl. Ibn Sina's theory is dealt with pp. 74-123. Among Ibn Sina's Islarnic 

successors, Davidson briefly deals with al-Ghazaü and al-Suhrawardi (d. pp. 127 -179). 
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of intellection alluded to by al-Razi as follows: 'Material intellect' is pure dis
positian (isti dad ma ); 'intellect in habitıı' is a dispositian for perceiving 
primary intelligibles, i.e. intuitive [intelligibles] (al-ma qüliit al-üla, a ııi al

badlhiyyat) by using the senses ( awass); 'actual intellect' perceives secondary 
intelligibles, i.e. acquired [intelligibles] (al-ma qüliit al-thiiııiya, a ııi al-mukta

saba); 'ac9uired intellect' are certain convictions (al- uqüd al-yaqzniyya). In the 
case of the stages in the perfection of the practical part of the soul, al- üsl's 
paraphrases completely the Razlan text. 

On closer analyses however, we can discem that al- üsl's paraphrase is 
misleading. al-Razl's three stages resemble the Avicennian theory of the ac
tualization of intellect only superficially at best. al-Razi's distinction between 
'necessary knowledge' (al- ıılüm al- arüriyya) and 'knowledge based on de
liberation' (al- ulüm al- arüriyya) rather goes back to a distinction used in 
the context of Ash arite kalanı. Not only the distinction, but also the very can
ception of 'necessary knowledge' which he applies derives from this context. 
In the philosophical tradition, 'intuitive knowledge' is exemplified by basic 
logical necessities only such as e.g. that "the whole is more than a part of it'', 
or that "two things which are equal to a third thing are equal to each other" .4 

The inclusion of sense-perception as an instance of 'necessary knowledge' is 
an feature of Ash arite epistemology.5 

4 Cf. the description of 'primary intetligibles' in Ibn Sinii's K nl-Nnjat p. 334,15-335,2. By 'pri

mary intelligibles' I mean premises (nıuqnddnnıat) that necessitate asseni (tn dfq) without 

prior acquisition, or because the one who has assent has [sensual] awareness {yaslı ıır) 

of them, and without the possibility that he does not have this asseni atsome time. An ex

ample for this is our conviction that "the whole is more than a part of it", or that "two things 

which are equal to a third thing are equal to each other". lbn Sinii's description explicitly 

excludes siırt ıir as a source of intuitive assent. In the following, references to the shorter 

exposition in the K. nl-Nnjat will be given. The theory of the K. nl-Nnjat is largely identical 

with that of the K nl-Shiftı . 

5 Cf. e.g. al-Baqillani, K. ni-Tnnıhfd p. 9,8-11,13: The acquisition of 'necessary knowledge' falls 

into six parts. In addition to the five senses, several subtypes of knowledge exist. Their 

necessity "originates in the soul without that it is existent by the senses". al-Juwayni's K. 

nl-Bıır/ıan (§ 50, 1:107,5-108,12) provides a more detailed list of 10 "traditional" gradesin the 

certainty of knowledge. He distinguishes between (1) self-awareness (2) necessary knowl

edge such as immediale insight into logical impossibilities (3) knowledge of objects of 

sense-perception. No te, however, that al-Juwayni rejects this basic distinction of traditional 

. Ash arite epistemology and thus prepares the grounds for the integration of philosophical 

· logic by la ter Ash arites such as his student al-Ghazali. 
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al- üsi's commentary is simply content with identifying al-Raz1's stages 
with the standard Avicennian terminology. It does not point out inconsisten
cies between the two systems. al-Amid1 takes anather approach. He does not 
try to identify al-Razl's stages with the Avicennian theory of actualization of 
human in~ellect. Rather he engages in a systematic criticism of the role which 
al-Razi ascribes to sense-perception in this process. al-Amidi points out that 
the perception of particulars (idriik nl-juz iyyiit) may be considered as ac
tivity of a lower stratum in the hvman being, i.e. the animal saul (nl-ıınfs nl-

nynwaniyyn) instead of the human rational saul. This objection, of course, is 
inaccordance with the Avicennian theory which distinguishes three layers in 
the human soul, i.e. the 'vegetative soul' (nl-mıfs nl-nnbatiyyn), the' animal soul' 
(nl-nnfs al- nyawaniyyn) and the 'rational saul' (nl-nafs nl-na iqn).6 According 
to the Avicennian theory, the activity of the senses is associated to the' animal 
soul'. lt isdivided in to five 'internal senses' (nl- nwass al-ba inn) and five 'ex
ternal senses' (al- mvass al- ahira)7 The 'internal senses' are responsible for 
the abstraction of universal forms ( ııwnr) from particulars, a process which 
involves b_rain-activity.8 This process of sensation, however, is to be kept sepa
rate from intellection, a process associated to the-'rational saul' and exdusive 
to human beings, not present in other animals. How precisely we have to un
derstand the cooperation of soul and intellect, and which role bodily organs 
play in thisisa major problem in the interpretation of the Avicennian theory. 

a!-Amidl's commentary not only points out that al-Razi has neglected the 
role of the' animal soul' but he further clarifies that- if we accept sensatian 
of particulars as a first stage- we have to add a second stage which is the ab
straction of universals (kulliyyat) from particulars (juz iyyat). So, according 
to al-Amidi, if we accept that sensatian forms part of the stages relevant to the 
'human rational soul' (and not to' animal saul') we have to assume four stages: 
(1) perception of particulars; (2) abstraction of universa_ls; (3) composition of 
universals so that 'knowledge based on deliberation' result.s; (4) conclusions. 

a:I-Amidi further points to anather problem in al-Razi's theory, i.e. that 
al-Razi deseribes 'the manifestation of immaterial forms and the awareness of 

6 Cf. the d iscussion of the division of the soul in lbn Sina' s K. ni-Nnjat p. 318-320. The parls of 

the soul are dealt with to doser detail in subsequent chapters. 

7 On the five 'internal senses' cf. lbn Sina, K. al-Nnjat pp. 327-330. The theory of the 'internal 

senses' is one of the topicsin Avicennian philosophy whose impact on Latin philosophy has 

been investigated in many studies. 

8 On problems in Jbn Sina's theory of mental abstraction cf. Hasse, Avicemıa 011 Abstrnctio11. 
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them' (tnjalfı al- uwar al-nıujarrada wa-1-shu iir bilıa) as a stage of the 'practi
cal faculty'. As he points out, even though the purification of the soul may be 
a step which is a precondition for such a manifestation, this does not mean 
that we have deseribe it as a spedfic stage. Again, al-Amidl's commentary 
shows that he discems very predsely that al-Razl's sketch is not coherent. 
When al-Razi assodates the awareness of abstract forms exdusively to the 
'practical faculty' of the soul, this can not be recondled with the role which 
the abstraction of forms has in the Avicennian theory of intellection. In fact, al
Razi sketch of the stages of the 'theoretical faculty' does not include a theory 
of how universals and particulars relate to each other, nor does this sketch 
explain how 'forms', 'universals' and 'knowledge and awareness' (asa result 
of a process of intellection) can form part of a process located in the 'theo
retical faculty'. In modern research-literature no cansensus has been achieved 
how insight resulting from instantaneous inspiration is to be accommodated 
in an Avicennian theory of knowledge and intellection. However, an exclusive 
assodation between a manifestation of immaterial forms and the 'practical 
faculty' as suggested by al-Razl's account certainly can not be recondled with 
Ib n Sina epistemology, especially when dealing w ith phenomena !ike inspira
tion and prophecy.9 

In fact, this account suggests that the manifestation of forms and- as al
Amidi interprets this- an awareness (shu ür) of them results from a process 
of extemal and (internal) spiritual exercise. This stands in a marked opposi
tion to Ibn Sina' s theory of intellection in which awareness (shu ür) is a char
acteristic of the most perfect stage of actualization, i.e. the 'acquired intellect' 
(al- aql al-nıustafid). 

Evaluating al-Amidts criticism of al-Razi we can see that he identifies 
very predsely inconsistencies in al-Razl's theory. Other than al- üsi, he does 
not simply gloss over these deficiencies by providing a more "correct" Avi-
cennian terminology as an alternative. Rather, he engages in a serious discus
sion and evaluation of the text. Neither does he follow al-Razi' s account or the 
Ash ari te epistemology underlying it, nor does hereturn to a purely Avicen-

9 An im portant no tion in this cantext is 'intuition' ( ads) whose im portance for the develop

ment of Ibn Sina' s thought has been pointed out repeatedly by. D. Gutas. Cf. Gutas, Avicemıli 
and tlıe Aristotelimı Iradition pp. 159-175; Gutas, lııtuitioıı and Tlıiııkiııg: The Evolving Structure 

of Avicenııa's Epistenıologı;. See alsa Adamson, Noıı-Discıırsit•e TJıought iıı Aviceıııın's Conınıeıı

tan; oıı the Tlıeologı; of Aristotle. 
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nian framework. This approach attests the originality of al-Amidi's thought, 
and it shows that the process of the adaptation and reception of Avicennian 
philosophy by authors active as mııtakallimüıı isa complex phenomenon. If we 
wish to analyze the impact of philosophical thought on the Islamic theological 
tradition we have to be aware that philosophical originality and commitment 
can not be measured solely based on an analysis to which extent an author 
affiliates himself to the philosophical tradition. Rather, the case of al-Amidi 
shows the importance of authors who engage in developing an interpretation 
which takesin to consideration both the traditions of kalanı and Jalsafa. 

Appendix: 

a) The Arabic text of the passage from al-Amidi's Kashf al-Tamwihiit 
(ms. (Berlin) Pm 596 (Ahlwardt 5048), fo. 2a,l0ff): 

~ y .:_;->- Js- 1ı ..~.ri =~ 1ı ~ ~ J. ~ı 1ı ~ y.i ~)ı t~' Jı.; 
.~ :.J-ı rU.lJ ~_;, ~ı..u. .uLiJ 

Js- ~ı olA Jr .:rV..J .-.L.\s. J U\s. d.AbUı ._,....iJı Ji .3 r=--- J~i :CJL:Jı Jı.; 
c.) ._,....iJı J~ .!.l)jj ._;}2JI öJAll ._,_;ı/ C:l; .Lr.,iJAlı .y ö..~.>-ı) Y c.) ~ )1 Wı_,Jı ...,_;ı)ı 
~ı_;-ı Lr'L::..l ~ ..;.))_,..a.ıı r _,wı u. ~ t ·r _,wı y y -.)~.>. 0 _y<:; ;; _;4AJı i~ 
~ı_,J-ı J~ü ,._;_)ıjı ( }JI )L... ._,....iJI "-:--'(:; ._;JJ_,..a.ll ( .-J.JI ~ Ji ~ . .:.ıÇı _}:.lı 
Jl ~ <->;G ~ 4i; J ..;JJ_,..a.ıı ~; J .JJ~' ~)ı .r ..;.JJ~ı r _,wı ...,...L.:S"~ 
2 _pı :ı ı~ ~ J .~8ı 4 )'lı b .r Eu' Jl J_,..., )'J .~l:lı 4 )ı .r ..;)2Jı r _,wı 
..!..lt J_,..aJ- ts.)W.ı ...ç ~ı_,J-ı c,;\5' U.J . ..;~~~ ;;.)L......Jı Jı ...,...:;ıı .r~ı .r JLü 1ı ıY 
~~rJ .JLü 1ı .y ~i ~ı_,J-ı c,;\5' r_r ~ ..;~~~ ;;.)L......Jı ...,...~.:.--i ı./' c;ı r}J' 
.y JLQ:j~ı d' J ~l:lı ;;.,.,. .)..uı J! ;; JL:.l ~_;, ~ı..u. .uLiJ .~i .:.r->- Js-1ı ..~.ri .u~ 
rın' Jı ö}~l ~~ı rU.!J .JLü 1ı ~~~~ı~~ .!.ll~ J ·EtzJı Jı..;JJ_,..a.ıı..!..lt 
~ .)t>:.;~ı 0i a-0-ı ı.J c.; ll. L.IA! .!.ll~ ~ wıJ .~uı J! J_,..., _,ıı rJ ..:Jl:lı 

. .)_,...Jı o...?'J .y (1 ;; . lı ~.)_,..dj ~ _,... t.ıL:--i 
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. _rli2JI ~.U ...,_..;1)1 Jji 0~ ~.lı ~1 ;jilı ..:ık-.).) J.s- ...,_..;1)1 ol.:. j-?- Ci) 

J:>~>-~~ Y _;,w ı ~.u ~w,_, y. ':J'iı o..:...J..ı cıl.r=Jı J~ı J.s-~ .P4 ~ LJı ~:ı) 

4..ı.ll ı_Y)Wı y u-AJI .) :,i. '-:-:-'! ~ t... LFJ~ ~ ~ )1 Ö.) _,...,.J-1 ~~}JI if> J ._;.))ı 

rll.!J ...ı~ .)l)ı rJ c;;u.ı y- o.)/--1' .)_,...Jı ...ı ~J c3J-ı ~ ~ c:ıi rJ 4-l.:l' 
.~~~, 

- ·U 

~\.;Ll ._;)2Jı ö~l ..,_;ı_,.. if cJ~ l.Jı ı.:A~_):-1 .!JI.J.)'j :;..ı_;.ı J~l ~i :~ 

rJ 4U'jl u-AJı y. vUI c:JI..lıi J <.S ~ı ol.:. J r5"L:ll c:ıl.S' _,J c:J! 4U'jl u-AJ4 

.y ~L. ':J J 41_r-ll u-AJı r l.Jj 4J ıS'IJ-1 J ~ c:ıi j1W _}. .J~b pi:- .y ~ pi;

..:.,..;l) ı.ı..ı. _, .J.Pü~l ı:.L...-0-ı .y ~ ~.L r LS c:ıu'jı cJ..lı J ~ /rat L...:>.-':Jı 

.y ..:.ıQ _),.ı .!JI.J.) 'j :;..ı_;.ı J~ı cJ _,..(.,_ )\.; . c)L;':JI pi:- J ~..i.ı ~ 41_r.ll u-AJI 

...,_..;1)1 Jji 0i ~ )Ü ~)2JI ö~l ..,_;ı_,.. ~)\>.b~.) c)\S' c:J)J i .~)2JI ö~l ..,_;ı_,.. 
i . ~~~_,....:ıÇ _;hı .y ..:ı9-<Jı t'.P' 1 . ..:.ıQ_;hı !Jı.).)'i :;..ı_;.ı J~l r ı...Sı 
~ •ı.:Jı Jl J _,Jı •. cj~ ~ ~ \;..\, u, Jl ı ... d ;L:..) :,._ ,, Jı :,._ ,, .__;W lı . _,.. r::: • .r"" r . _,.. -.;"-' r .rv . -r-- '? - ~ • ~ -

'-:-:-'! ..:...ilS"" c:ıı_, ~o.)~ J ...ı o.)/--lı ö.)_,....dı j;: ~iJ .Ç:>~ ':J ~4.) ...,_;ı)ij .~'.) 
.:.r- ~:ı Jc-:- ...,._,. y.. v u-:Ü ~J.:lı 4..ı.Jı Jf':>Wı y- ~ı y..,a; J ~~ c;~ı J~ 
..:ıÇ _):.ı .y ..:ıt;.J_,_r<Jı t'.P' c:ıi LS~ w p c:ı ~ c:ıi ~ı.ç. J .~ı ö~ı ..,_;ı_,.. 
~ ~ J.s- ...ı _ra>-~ .f! L. js- cJ LS' _,ü . ..:.ıQ .ril :;..ı_;.ı !Jı .).)! J.s-~ ..,..:,. ..; )..:lı ö )AJ4 

..:.ıQ _),.ı if ..:.ı4.))~1 t'.Pı cJ ~ c:ıi ~...,; ~~' ~.> ..,_;ı_,.. if cJ y<.,. c:ıi ~ 

.~ı .)t.;.i L. J")l>. .rJ ~)2Jı öjilı '-:-''..r .:.r- ~ı 

b) Translation: 

The Shaykh al-Ra Ts Ibn Sina says: I praise God for good success and ask 
Him for guidance on His way and inspiration of truth by His verification. 

The commentatar says: I say: You will know that the rational saul is 
knowing and acting ( iilinın iimiln). It is possible to interpret this preface as 
referring to stages which are arranged in both of these faculties. As to the stag
es of the 'theoretical faculty' [we say]: Originally·at the beginning (bi-mabda 
al-fi ra), the soul is devoid of all knowledge. Then, 'necessary knowledge' 
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(al- ulüm al- arüriyya) is there in it because the senses perceive particulars. 
Then, aided by this 'necessary knowledge', the saul acquires the remainder 
of 'knowledge based on deliberation' (al- ulüm al-ııa ariyya). Thus, using 
the senses for acquiring 'necessary knowledge' is the first stage. Arranging 
'necessary knowledge' and compasing it so that one comes to 'knowledge 
based on deliberation' is the second stage. Arriving at conclusions is the third 
stage. Undoubtedly, 'success from God' is what brings sameone dose to eter
nal happiness. Since the senses are the principles for the being-there of that 
knowledge (which is a cause for etemal happiness) the senses are 'success 
from God'. This is what is meant by "I praise God for good success". And "I 
ask Him for guidance on His way" is a pointer to the second stage, i.e. the 
transfer from 'necessary knowledge' to conclusions. "Inspiration of truth by 
His verification" isa pointer to the third station, i.e. arriving at conclusions. 
He has called this 'inspiration' because it has been affirmed in philosophy that 
thought~ are not necessitating causes for the intellectual forms from the 'giver 
of forms' .. 

As to applying these stages to the 'practical faculty' [we say]: This is 
so because the 'refinement of the external' ( ahir) is the first stage. This is 
completed only by success for using good Divine prescriptions (al-shara i 

al- asana al-ilahiyya). The second stage is 'refinement of the inward' (ba in) 

from evil traits of character. This is the praiseworthy way which is agreed 
upon. The third is what is there because the saul is abstracted from the lower 
bodily attachments. This is, that it is adamed by truth, und the immaterial 
forms are manifest for it. This is what is meant by 'irıspiration of truth by His 
verification'. 

I say: Using the senses for the perception of particulars belongs to the 
stages of the 'theoretical faculty' of the human soul only if the decisive [part 
of the soul] for these faculties in the bodies of human beings would be the 
'human soul'. This can not be accepted without a proof. Rather one might say 
that the decisive [part of the soul] for this is the' animal soul', and why should 
not both of them [i.e.: the 'human rational soul' and the 'animal saul'] come 
tegether in the human body, as many eminent philosophers teach? Therefore, 
in this [action], the' animal soul' in animals other than human beings is inde
pendent. So, using the senses for the perception of particulars does not belong 
to the stages of the 'theoretical faculty'. 
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Further, even if this would fallunder the stages of the 'theoretical faculty' 
thenit does not remain hidden, that the first stage is 'using the senses for the 
perception of particulars'. Then, 'abstraction of universals from particulars' is 
a second stage, and 'composition of them with each other so that one comes to 
'knowledge based on deliberation' is the third stage. Then, 'arriving at conclu
sions' is a fourth stage, and then there are four stages, not three. Even if the 
manifestation of the abstract form and the awareness of it takes places while 
using the 'practical facuity' for cleansing the soul from lower bodily attadt
ments this is nothing which makes it necessary to count this among the stages 
of the 'practical faculty'. Rather the outmost [what this necessitates] is that it 
is based on it !ike the abstraction of 'knowledge based on deliberation' from 
particulars in the 'theoretical faculty' is based on the perception of particulars. 
If everything which is based on something else would have to belong to the 
stages of this thing, then the abstraction of 'knowledge based on deliberation' 
from sensible particulars would belong to the stages of the 'theoretical fac
ulty'. This is in contradiction to what he has pointed to. 

c) Paraphrase of al-Razi's passage in al- üsi's commentary (cf. Na Tr 
al-Din al- üst, Slıar al-Islıariit wa-l-tmıbilıiit 1:164,5-20): 

~1 ~1./ if Ö..b-IJ ~ Js- J....i 0i .:..,-0.. ı)W.I o..G .)i (..JL:JI j-;:ot..iJI .)Ül 

Ö.) y. .))ü ._;_,kjı ı_;j .Jt-<.!IJ 0l.aAJI <Ş,b. 0:1 ~IJ ._;_)2Jı 1+.-i~ ~ a_;;L...i)'l 

4...<ılt; j-WI J! ~1)-1 J~t; ~~ .)\.lı:.... 'YI <~il:. ,y t>jjl ~ 'Y _,..)1 j.WI .y J _;ll 

~y ~ ~! 0~ 'Y ..:.ı~~~ di J/11 ..:.ı'Y_rW.I !JI_;.))' .)\..u.:....'YI <~il:. if t>jjl 

~Wl ..:.ı ':i _rW.ı !JI_;.)) <~il:. .y t>jjl ju}t; j-WI Jı 4...<ılt; j.WI if JIA:i'YI Ö.) y. J .JlA; 
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d) Translation of the passage in al- üsl's commentary: 

The eminent commentatar gives toknow that these notibns can be inter
preted as referring to each of the stages of the human soul according to its two 

faculties, i.e. the 'theoretical [faculty]' and the 'practical [faculty]' between the 
two extremes in deficiency and perfection. 

As to the 'theoretical [faculty]': [This is so] because (by using the senses) 
the good quality in ascending from 'material intellect' (which is pure disposi

tion) to the 'intellect in /ınbitul (which perceives the primary intelligibles, i.e. 
the intuitive on es) ta kes place only ai d ed by 1 good successl from God. A good 

quality of the transfer from 1intellect in habitu1 to .1actual intellect1 (which per
ceives the secondary intelligibles1 i.e. the acquired ones) is [achievedJ. only by 
guidance from God on the right path without going astray. The being-there 
of 'acquired intellectl (i.e. certain convictions which are the aim of the way) 
is [achieved] only because God inspires truth by His verification. All prelimi
naries etc..that went before effect in the soul only some kind of dispositian for 
receiving this emanation. 

As to the lpractical [faculty]': [This is so] because the refinement of the 

extemal by using good (read asan instead of ed. aqq?) prescriptions and 
Divine laws is only by 1 go o d success' from Go d. The puriification of the in
ward from bad dispositions is by His guidance. Adaming the seeret [inward] 

by saintly forms is by His inspiration. 
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